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Numerical simulation of multipolar configuration and prepulse technique to obtain spatially reverse recruitment order

Mélissa Dali\textsuperscript{1}, Olivier Rossel\textsuperscript{1}, David Guiraud\textsuperscript{1}, IEEE EMBS Member

Abstract— In the context of functional electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves, the control of a specific motor or sensory functions may need selective stimulation to target the desired effect without others. In implanted stimulation, spatial selectivity is obtained using multipolar CUFF electrodes with specific spread of the current over each contact. Furthermore, electrical stimulation recruits large fibers before small ones, whereas the targeted function could be elicited by a specific fiber type i.e. fiber diameter.

In our work, numerical simulations were used to investigate the combination of multipolar configuration and prepulses, in order to obtain spatially reverse recruitment order. Multipolar stimulation provides efficient spatial selectivity, whereas subthreshold prepulses were used to reverse recruitment order with a reasonable increase of the injected charges. We compared several selective configurations combined with prepulses to show that some are able to guarantee both the spatial selectivity while one fiber’s diameter can be preferentially activated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a technique used to restore sensory or motor functions in case of neurological disorders for instance due to spinal cord injury, trauma or stroke. A nerve has multiple targets: to independently activate muscles, a control of activation by spatial selectivity of axons is required. Sunderland [15] published data about fascicular organization in peripheral nerves in distal regions, other investigations exist in the upper limb (ulnar nerve) [12], and lower limb (femoral nerve) [10]. In implanted stimulation, multi-contact electrode such as CUFF electrodes are commonly used to activate the desired population of axons within the nerve. Numerical studies and experimentation have been carried out with CUFF electrodes to find configurations which best achieve spatial selectivity. Authors presented different configurations such as longitudinal tripolar [19], [14], field steering [16] [19] transverse tripolar [5], [14] among which Transverse Tripolar (TT) seemed to be the most selective one [9].

Another important issue in peripheral nervous system stimulation is fiber diameter selectivity. Unlike Natural Recruitment Order (NRO), conventional stimulation with a rectangular current pulse preferentially recruits large motor fibers over small ones. This phenomenon termed Inverse Recruitment Order (IRO) may cause undesirable effects such as muscle fatigue: rapid fatigable motor units innervated by large fibers are recruited before slow fatigue resistant motor units innervated by small fibers. Autonomic functions can also be specifically addressed by axons of a given diameter that is not the larger ones and thus may require also for this type of selectivity. Several approaches exist to achieve this goal: anodal block [2], high frequency block, slow rising ramp pulse [11] and subthreshold prepulses [7]. Subthreshold prepulses change the excitability of nerve fibers by increasing the activation thresholds of large fibers more than smaller ones. This technique has been validated in vivo on sciatic nerve of cat [7], and rat [18]. Simulation of subthreshold prepulses were performed with point source cathode [7], [6] and ring longitudinal tripole (LTR) configuration [6]. To our knowledge, in the context of subthreshold prepulses stimulation no studies investigate other multipolar configurations such as TT with a deeper analysis on the spatial selectivity. In this context, the objective of the present study is to obtain the recruitment of fibers with a specific diameter in a specific target area by combining simulations of both multipolar stimulation and prepulse approaches.

II. METHODS

A 2-part process is used to determine nerve activation. First, we computed the potential field distribution produced by electrode through the nerve, then we applied this potential to a mammalian model of myelinated fibers to determine if activation occurs.

A. Volume conductor model

The potential field distribution generated by cuff electrode was obtained by solving Poisson’s equation within the 3D model of the nerve under quasi-static conditions. The 3D Finite Element Model (FEM) of a cylindrical nerve and cuff electrode was implemented on COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL Inc. Burlington, MA). The nerve model was composed of a single fascicle with a 2.4 mm diameter, a perineurium and an epineurium with a 2.8 mm diameter surrounded by a layer of saline solution with 3 mm diameter. The perineurium thickness was set to 3% of the fascicle diameter according to [8]. Tissue electrical properties were based on [4]. Endoneurium was assumed to be anisotropic: conductivity were 0.06 S/m in longitudinal direction (Z) and 0.083 S/m in transverse direction (XY), the conductivity of perineurium was 0.0015 S/m, that of epineurium was 0.083 S/m and that of saline was 2 S/m. A cylindrical (3mm diameter) CUFF electrode with 12-pole (3 rows with 4 contacts) was modeled around the nerve. Adjacent ring separation was set to 1.5 mm, contacts on a ring are placed at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° (Fig. 1). Poisson’s equation was solved using COMSOL, the resulting potential was transferred to Matlab.
and interpolated along 333 fibers sampled on a grid (Fig. 1). Spacing in the radial direction (X,Y) was set to 0.1mm. Spacing on longitudinal direction (Z) depends on internodal distance thus on fiber diameter.

Fig. 1. Cross section of nerve model with 333 fibers. Electrode contacts are represented by their position around the nerve (0° to 270°). Minimal and maximal target areas are represented

![Cross section of nerve model with 333 fibers. Electrode contacts are represented by their position around the nerve (0° to 270°). Minimal and maximal target areas are represented.](image)

Fig. 2. Pulse waveform. Conf 1: single pulse, Conf 2 and 3: 4 prepulses (PP1 to PP4) followed by an activating pulse (ACT P)

B. Nerve fiber model

To represent motor axon response to stimulation, we implemented a cable model of axon based on [13]. Instead of Frankenhauser equations (amphibian model) we used CRRSS ones [3] (mammalian model) to describe non linear membrane dynamics. CRRSS equations were adapted to 37°C [17]. In the model of axon, the myelin is considered as a perfect insulator. Four axons with different diameters were simulated: 5µm, 10µm, 15µm and 20µm. The central node of fibers was set under the central ring. Thresholds were then determined for all fibers inside the nerve.

C. Current settings

To get both spatial selectivity and a preferential activation of, in our example, 10µm fibers, we optimized current spreading between contact over time and pulse waveform with prepulses. First step was to determine an efficient current distribution on the contacts to obtain spatial selectivity. Second step was to set duration of prepulses. A long depolarizing prepulse increased the activation threshold of large fibers close to the cathode. Third step was to set number of prepulses. Our simulations showed that increasing number of prepulses expanded the area of inactivation and push back activation of large fiber further in the nerve. Duration and number of prepulses were optimized for the targets used in this study (data not shown). We used current configurations composed by 4 stepped prepulses (PP1 to PP4) followed by a depolarizing pulse (Act P) and a single pulse in TT configuration was used as current configuration control. (Fig. 2). With this last configuration, only spatial selectivity is achieved in IRO.

1) multipolar configuration: First configuration (“Conf 1”, current configuration control) was a single pulse of 300µs duration with TT configuration i.e. one cathode 90°, and 2 anodes at 0° and 180° (Fig. 1). Second configuration (“Conf 2”) was composed of 4 prepulses with TT configuration (PP1 to PP4, Fig. 2) and one activating pulse (ACT P, Fig. 2) with TT configuration. Third configuration (“Conf 3”) was composed of 4 prepulses (PP1 to PP4, Fig. 2) with LTR configuration, i.e., 4 cathodes in 0°, 90° 180° 270° with equal spreading of the current, and anodes on the external rings (i.e. all external contacts were short-circuited). The prepulses were followed by an activating pulse (ACT P, Fig. 2) with TT configuration.

2) Prepulse and pulse configuration: We increased number of prepulses, four instead of two compared to Grill [7] and Deurloo [6] to further elevate thresholds of large fibers close to the cathode (i.e. inactivate them) while activating fibers with smaller diameters. Increasing more than 4 prepulses was not needed according to our simulations. For “Conf 2” and “Conf 3”, first prepulse duration was set to 500µs [7]. We however reduced duration of following prepulses to 200µs to limit the injection of charge. The duration of activating pulse was 200µs. To elicit medium fibers of 10µm, we set prepulse parameters to reduce activation of 15µm and 20µm fibers diameter. First prepulse was set to be at 95% of the threshold of the first fiber of 15µm diameter activated, the same method is used for prepulse 2, 3 and 4. Activation pulse was observed for value between -1mA and -3.5mA on the cathode. For “Conf 1” (Fig. 2), duration of the pulse is set to 300µs and current varied from -1mA to -1.7mA on the cathode.

D. Data analysis

We focused on the maximum activation for fibers with 10µm diameter. To quantify the effect of pulse shape and multipolar configuration on spatial and fiber diameter selectivity, we defined selectivity index for a target area on the cross section of the nerve. This target had an ellipsoidal form, centered on the top of the nerve (see Fig. 1). We varied the length of minor and major axis from 2 to 6 mm with a step of 0.1 mm for the major axis and 0.8 to 1.4mm with a step of 0.05mm for minor axis. For each diameter D, we defined 2 percentage of activation, in the targeted zone nTA(D), and in the non targeted zone nNTA(D). We defined a selectivity index as the difference between nTA(D) and nNTA(D) :

\[ SI(D) = n_{TA}(D) - n_{NTA}(D) \]  

The optimal current is determined as the amplitude of “Act P” giving the maximal SI of 10µm fibers diameter. Comparisons are given with this optimal current.
III. RESULTS

A. Activation order

The threshold of activation of each fiber for 4 different diameters and 3 configurations, is determined using dynamic nerve fiber model (Fig 3). For “Conf 2” and “Conf 3”, we represented current needed for the activating pulse (ActP). Value of prepulses are listed on Table I. For Conf 1, as expected, fibers with large diameter, i.e. 15µm and 20µm, were preferentially recruited before fibers with smaller diameter i.e. 5µm and 10µm. Stepped TT prepulses (“Conf 2”) increased thresholds, especially for large fibers and reversed the current distance relationship close to the cathode as described in [7], [6]. However, activation of large fibers still occurs far from the cathode. In other words, small fibers were preferentially recruited and large fibers inactivated but this effect is limited to the proximity of the cathode with still activation of large fibers further. The “Conf 3” configuration is the most efficient to inactivate fibers of 15 and 20µm diameter over the whole nerve; even if a small amount of fibers of 20µm diameter were still activated at the extreme periphery of the nerve.

To sum up, “Conf 1” activated in IRO for current varying from -1mA to -1.7mA, “Conf 2” activated fibers in NRO but large fibers were activated further in the nerve for current varying from -1mA to -3mA. “Conf 3” activated fibers in NRO with minimal activation for the large fibers over the whole nerve, for current of the activating varying from -1mA to -3mA with a spatial selectivity for the 10µm targeted fibers.

B. Selectivity index

Selectivity index (Eq 1) is computed for various targeted zones and range of current. We show the mean value of selectivity index of the optimal index (for 10µm fibers) found for each targeted zones. The bar chats in Fig. 4 represents this mean value for each configuration and each diameter. Fibers with 15 and 20µm diameter were most often recruited with “Conf 1”: respectively 88.2% (standard deviation, std=9.8%) and 91.9% (std=5.3%) of activation, fibers with 10µm diameter were recruited with a mean of 71.8 % (std=17.0%). “Conf 2” and “Conf 3” had better selectivity index for fibers of diameter 10µm: 83.6% (std=6.5%) and 83.9% (std=6.2%) respectively. The difference between “Conf 2” and “Conf 3” comes from selectivity index of large fibers: axons with 15 and 20µm diameter had higher selectivity index for “Conf 2”: respectively 57.3% (std=6.6%) and 45.8% (std=10.0%) whereas selectivity index decreased with “Conf 3” : 34.2% (std=7.2%) and 12.2% (std=5%) respectively. Selectivity index is not significant for axons with 5 µm diameter for all configurations : 15.0% (“Conf 1”), 35.4% (“Conf 2”) 38.8% (“Conf 3”).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, the combination of prepulse technique with multipolar configuration compared to a single pulse on TT configuration has been investigated by numerical study. As expected, the single TT pulse (“Conf 1”) activates large fibers first under the cathode. Using TT prepulses (“Conf 2”) activates large fibers further in the nerve with higher threshold,
stimulation thresholds whereas it inactivates large fibers close to the cathode. With "Conf 3", it is possible to elicit activation of 10,000 fibers diameter without activating large fibers of 15,000 and 20,000 diameter in a restricted target close to the cathode. "Conf 3" was designed to be the best configuration that elicited mainly 10,000 fibers, even if some activation of large diameter fibers in the periphery occurs. On the one hand, the effect of external anodes was considered [6]: Block is possible with small contact spacing, when hyperpolarisation occurs close to the central node (node closest to cathode). Therefore, in our model, to block large fibers, longitudinal contact spacing was set to 1,500 mm, same size of internodal distance of 1,500 fibers. On the other hand, the 4 first prepulses increase the level of activation of all the fibers of 20,000 within the nerve contrary to "Conf 2" that limits this increase to axons close to the cathode. It could be explained by small axial gradient inherent to TLR configuration. Finally, last stimulation pulse with TT configuration, can be thus selective both as regard fiber diameter and location.

For all configurations, activation of 5,000 fibers was not very significant (less 38.8%) and cannot be managed separately, but as they have higher thresholds they are less activated in all configurations. Prepulses duration were set to increase thresholds of fibers with large diameter. We used a duration of 500 µs for the first prepulse (PP 1) according to the study of Grill [7]. We found that this was enough to set following prepulses to 200 µs (PP2, PP3 and PP4) to elevate thresholds. Contrary to previous works, this leads to less injected charges with the same effect. Indeed simulations (not presented here) show that longer prepulses except the first one, is not needed.

The neuron model used was the same as [7], confirmed by experimental work. In our study, we assumed that nodes of Ranvier were aligned with the contacts. Simulations of Deurloo et al. [6] on longitudinal tripolar configuration shown that the effect of subthreshold prepulses with any nodal position compared to the cathode, resulting in an increase of thresholds.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of this numerical study showed that we could obtain spatial reverse recruitment order using of multipolar configuration combined with prepulses. We are currently investigating multifascicular nerve together with other configurations such as steering current [16]. However, this study showed the need of powerful programmable waveform multipolar stimulator such as the one described in [1] to complete experimental assessment. Owing to this technology, we aim at designing experimental setup to validate these preliminary simulation results.
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